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Intensive fighting between German and British armoured

forces has continued in the area about Sidi Rczcghi Rein-

forcements which have reached the area were yesterday also

involved in the fighting. The South Africans, who were

the first to be deployed, sustained a heavy attack by German

lorry-borne infantry supported by tanks. The South African

troops, who were heavily outnumbered in the particular sector

for which they were responsible, fought with magnificent

courage until British armoured forces put in a counter-

attack which eventually drove off the German tonics with heavy

losses. Meanwhile New Zealand forces supported by British

tonics arc continuing their advance towards Tobruk along the

general line of the Trigh Capuzzo. Throughout its course

this battle has been very heavy. On both sides ground has

been given and regained only after bitter fighting in which

the main object has been the destruction of opposing armoured

units. Tank casualties have been heavy on both sides but

owing to the nature of the fighting it is as yet impossible
to estimate what actual losses have been inflicted or sustained

The British force which sallied from Tobruk has consolidated

positions gained and has captured over 2,000 prisoners of

which about half arc German.

In the frontier area over 1,000 prisoners have already

been taken and many more are coming in. Meanwhile in the

southern sector of the battle area our mobile forces from

Jarabub have made considerable progress and troops of the

fifth Indian division have captured Augila, near Jalo.

During the day our air forces maintained their

air superiority continuously bombing German forces and

concentrations of mechanical transport on which many

casualties were also inflicted by low-flying fighter

attacks. Co-operation between the army and our air forces

continues to be of the highest order and the assistance

afforded by the Royal Navy has been most successful.
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